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Chapter 3335 

“Do you shed black sweat every time you have a toxic attack?” 

David asked! 

Sun Xiaoyun nodded, “Yes, every time a stream of black sweat breaks out, 

you will wake up…” “The poison in your body must be discharged as soon as 
possible, otherwise you will not lose your mind next time, but may lose your 
life!” 

David said with a look on his face . Said solemnly! 

The poison in Sun Xiaoyun’s body was more serious than David imagined! 

“What should we do?” Sun Xiaoyun panicked! 

“Don’t be nervous, just listen to me now. I’ll give you acupuncture and use the 
silver needle to force the poison out of your body.” David said, taking out a 

pack of silver needles from his body, and then said, “Put it on Take off your 
clothes…” 

“Take off your clothes?” Sun Xiaoyun was stunned! 

“Take off your clothes. How can I give acupuncture if you don’t take off your 
clothes!” 

David said coldly! 

“You… do you know how to treat diseases? I think you want to act like a 
gangster, right?” 

Sun Xiaoyun looked at David warily! 



“Now I am the pharmacist and you are the patient. In my eyes, you are just a 
bunch of organs. Take it off quickly. If it is later, I am afraid there will be no 
chance.” David urged 

Sun Xiaoyun! 

“Bah, don’t tell me these things. You are just a big pervert. You asked me to 
take off my clothes as soon as you got here. You don’t have to scare me. I 
know all your thoughts.” “I’ll go find my dad. I must tell him. 

” He, you are a big pervert…” 

Sun Xiaoyun said, about to walk out of the bedroom! 

Seeing this, David reached out and stopped Sun Xiaoyun. “You can’t go out. 
Take off your clothes now, otherwise it will be too late.” 

David said solemnly! 

“I won’t take it off, even if I die…” Sun Xiaoyun held her clothes tightly with 
both hands! 

“Since you won’t take it off, don’t blame me.” 

After David said that, he stretched out his hand to tear Sun Xiaoyun’sclothing! 

Sun Xiaoyun resisted with all her strength, and the two fought again. 
However, Sun Xiaoyun was a little weak in physical strength, and she quickly 
fell behind! 

The clothes on his body were also torn apart by David, and they no longer 
covered his body! 

“Big pervert, big bastard, I’m going to kill you…” 

Sun Xiaoyun cried, and then punched and kicked David! 

But David had no expression on his face. He reached out and grabbed the 
remaining clothes on Sun Xiaoyun’s body, and pulled them off with a stabbing 
sound! 

At this moment, Sun Xiaoyun was stunned. The majestic princess of Yicheng 
was now bullied and stripped naked, and she was still in her own home! 



Sun Xiaoyun felt aggrieved and couldn’t stop crying! 

David still ignored her and started pricking Sun Xiaoyun’s body with a silver 
needle! 

Sun Xiaoyun was exhausted at this time and had no ability to resist! 

He could only let David fumble around on his body. Whenever David touched 
a place and stopped, a silver needle would be inserted! 

In the end, Sun Xiaoyun’s body was almost touched by David! 

When all the silver needles were inserted into her body, Sun Xiaoyun 
suddenly felt that her body was much lighter, and the feeling of depression in 
her mind disappeared instantly! 

And on each silver needle, black blood began to seep out! 

At this time, Sun Xiaoyun knew that David was really detoxifying herself, but 
as a princess, Sun Xiaoyun was still angry and itchy inside after being 
touched by David! 

She was innocent, but now she was touched by a grown man named David, 
and even the most important part was not spared. How could she survive? 

It would be better to be poisoned and die. The feeling of being disrespectful 
and frivolous by others is also very uncomfortable! 

A lot of toxins were excreted from the body, and Sun Xiaoyun’s physical 
strength recovered a lot. She was able to move, so she found some clothes 
and wanted to put them on her body. She couldn’t be watched by David all the 
time! 

“Don’t move, don’t put on clothes, just stand quietly like this…” 

David quickly stopped Sun Xiaoyun! 
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Sun Xiaoyun frowned, “I touched it, looked at it, and inserted the silver needle. 
Why can’t I wear clothes?” “ 



You are like this, which is conducive to detoxification.” 

David said! 

“Nonsense, I think you just want to take advantage and continue watching…” 
Sun Xiaoyun’s face turned red with anger! 

If it weren’t for the sake of Chen Pingzhen’s treatment and detoxification, Sun 
Xiaoyun would take action again! 

“You are a patient now, so you have to listen to me. You have to do whatever 
I ask you to do.” “ 

If you don’t obey, then I will stop you first. You are not my opponent anyway.” 

David said calmly! 

“You…” Sun Xiaoyun glared at David, but did not move! 

What David said was true, she couldn’t beat David at all! Sun 

Xiaoyun was puzzled. She was clearly at the Tribulation Realm, so why 
couldn’t she even defeat David at the Fusion Realm? 

Is it because he was poisoned? 

Sun Xiaoyun stood quietly, while David stepped forward and carefully 
observed the silver needles! 

David’s face almost touched Sun Xiaoyun’s body. Sun Xiaoyun could only 
close her eyes and blush! 

At this time, Sun Xiaoyun had made up her mind. As long as David took out 
the silver needle, she would take revenge. Even if she didn’t kill David, she 
would beat him up! 

Otherwise, David would have taken advantage of him in vain! 

David didn’t know what Sun Xiaoyun was thinking. At this time, David frowned 
slightly because he found that the silver needle detoxification was too slow! 

This toxin is extremely stubborn, and it is difficult to excrete it from Sun 
Xiaoyun’s body! 



If detoxification is not done thoroughly, Sun Xiaoyun will be in danger later! 

“Miss Sun, this toxin is too stubborn in your body. If you continue to detoxify 
like this, it will probably take three days and three nights, and it won’t be 
completely eliminated.” “Now the only way is to stimulate 

your nerves and then promote The blood circulation detoxifies, so that it can 
be discharged faster and more cleanly.” 

David said to Sun Xiaoyun! 

“What do you mean? What does nerve stimulation mean?” 

Sun Xiaoyun looked confused! 

“Miss Sun, I would like to ask you, are you married?” David asked! 

When Sun Xiaoyun heard this, she glared at David and said, “I don’t even 
have a boyfriend, so how can I get married?” “ 

Then Miss Sun, have you ever…” 

David gestured at Sun Xiaoyun twice! 

Sun Xiaoyun instantly blushed like an apple and glared at David, “What are 
you talking about? I’m not that kind of person…” “ 

Since you are not that kind of person, then I can only be that kind of person.” 

David said . After that, a breath instantly penetrated into Sun Xiaoyun’s body! 

Before Sun Xiaoyun could react, her body seemed to be imprisoned and she 
couldn’t move at all! 

“You…what do you want to do?” Sun Xiaoyun looked panicked! 

“Of course I’m treating you.” 

After saying that, David stretched out his hands! 

Sun Xiaoyun instantly felt hot inside her body, her nerves were stimulated, 
and the black blood on the silver needle started dripping faster! 



David is now considered an experienced driver, which is more than enough to 
deal with Sun Xiaoyun’s new car! 

Soon, Sun Xiaoyun made a beautiful sound! 

Outside Sun Xiaoyun’s room, City Lord Sun arrested Protector Gong and 
Elder Fei! 

These two guys are like lost dogs! 

Elder Fei glared fiercely at Protector Gong! 

It was clear that City Master Sun was chasing him, but this guy actually ran 
towards where they were staying. In the end, City Master Sun caught them all 
in one fell swoop and captured all of them, demon cultivators! 

Gong Hufa was hanging his head, and all his cultivation had been lost! 

After City Lord Sun captured the two of them, he was going to see how Sun 
Xiaoyun was doing! 

But just as he walked to the door, he heard an indescribable sound coming 
from inside! 
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At this moment, City Lord Sun was stunned, with a confused look on his face! 

Soon, City Lord Sun became furious. He did not expect that David would do 
such a thing to his daughter while he was leaving! 

Just when City Master Sun was about to kick open the door, he was stopped 
by his wife! 

It turned out that Mrs. Sun was also worried about Sun Xiaoyun, so she 
wanted to come over and have a look. After hearing this sound, she did not go 
in! 

“What are you going to do?” 

Mrs. Sun stopped City Master Sun and said! 



“That boy is bullying our daughter, I’m going to kill him…” 

City Master Sun said angrily! 

“If you rush in now, where do you want our daughter to put her face? That kid 
can’t run away anyway. We’ll go in and take a look after there’s no sound. And 
from the sound, it seems like our daughter didn’t resist at all!” 

Sun said the lady! 

City Lord Sun was stunned for a moment, listened carefully, and then his 
anger subsided a lot! 

City Lord Sun and Mrs. Sun were waiting quietly outside! 

But David didn’t know that he was still concentrating on detoxifying Sun 
Xiaoyun! 

A lot of black blood had already flowed on the ground. At the last moment, 
Sun Xiaoyun vomited out a mouthful of black blood, and her body fainted as if 
she had collapsed! 

Upon seeing this, David knew that all the poison in Sun Xiaoyun’s body had 
been expelled, so he took out the silver needle from Sun Xiaoyun’s body, and 
then a breath of breath penetrated into Sun Xiaoyun’s body, causing Sun 
Xiaoyun to wake up! 

After Sun Xiaoyun woke up, she immediately found some clothes and put 
them on. Then she glared angrily at David and was about to take action! 

“I’ve drained the poison out of you, why do you still hit people?” 

David hurriedly dodged! 

Sun Xiaoyun felt extremely relaxed at this time, and looked at the black blood 
on the ground. She knew that David was indeed detoxifying herself and 
saving her life! 

But… But Sun Xiaoyun couldn’t accept this detoxification method! 

“You’re fine now, no need to thank youMe, I have conditions to save you. “ 

David let out a long breath and said! 



“You have already taken advantage, and you still want conditions. How 
shameless are you? Sun 

Xiaoyun was furious when she heard this! 

“I almost died of exhaustion. What advantage did I take?” Speaking of which, 
it was you who took advantage. “ 

David retorted! 

“You…” Sun Xiaoyun stared at David, not knowing what to say about David. In 
the end, she could only say angrily, “When others ask after a while, you must 
not tell me how to save me…” “Don’t worry 

. Well, I told you, your father won’t beat me to death…” 

Of course David won’t tell. Is he stupid? 

“You think I won’t know if you don’t tell? “ 

At this time, the door was suddenly kicked open by City Master Sun, and then 
he walked in angrily! 

Mrs. Sun followed behind and hurriedly ran to Sun Xiaoyun, “Daughter, are 
you okay? “ 

Sun Xiaoyun’s face was still slightly red at this time, and when she saw that 
her parents were outside, her face became even redder! 

“Mom, I’m fine, I’m fine…” 

Sun Xiaoyun said! 

“As long as it’s fine! “Mrs. Sun looked at Sun Xiaoyun, “Whether you were 
bullied just now, your dad and I both heard it. You don’t have to be afraid. 
Speak up and let your dad make the decision for you. When Sun 

Xiaoyun heard this, she quickly said, “Mom, you misunderstood. I was not 
bullied. You just wanted to treat me…” 

“Treat me?” Do we still need the two of you to treat the disease…” 



Mrs. Sun did not finish, but Sun Xiaoyun knew what her mother was going to 
say! 

“Mrs. Sun, I think you and City Master Sun have misunderstood. Miss Sun is 
still innocent now. , just to remove the toxins from Miss Sun’s blood, it can 
only stimulate Miss Sun’s nerves and make the blood boil. “ 

Now that the poison in Miss Sun’s body has been eliminated, she will not have 
any trouble in the future!” “ 

David quickly explained! 

 


